Since 1958, Oil Center Research, LLC has supplied over 1,000 products to various industries worldwide. Valve Guardian, a new line from Oil Center Research, LLC, was created to simplify choices for OEM and valve maintenance companies by offering a comprehensive product line designed specifically for the diverse needs of the valve industry. Valve Guardian products extend the life of your investment by providing superior protection through research and innovation.

Most recently Valve Guardian introduced FracJack, an industry first, designed exclusively for protection against frac operations that involve multi-stage greasing and abusive pumping applications. FracJack products are engineered to withstand the pressures and temperatures that frac valves endure. Customers include valve manufacturers, valve maintenance companies, rebuild shops, and frac operations.

For more information, please e-mail inquiries to valve@oilcenter.com.

• SIMPLICITY
• EDUCATION
• QUALITY
• EXPERIENCE
VALVE LUBRICANTS
400 Polymer, Multipurpose
600/1 Valve Life
616 Creamy Peanut Butter
1657 Valve Guardian Impact Grease
1672 MP Valve Lube with Moly
VG171 High Temperature Graphite Grease

BODY FILL/LUBRICANT
1600 Valve Guardian
1610 Valve Guardian Premium
1620 Valve Guardian Extreme
1640 Valve Guardian Core

VALVE LUBRICANTS & SEALANTS
600/3 Valve Last—Extreme Temperature Lubricant & Sealant
607L CO₂ Resistant
1111 Synthetic Valve Lubricant
1654 Guardian Plus

EMERGENCY SEALANTS
603HV Biodegradable, Synthetic for Plug Valves
635 Hi-Tech Synthetic Lubricant & Sealant

ARCTIC GRADE LUBRICANTS
171AG Arctic High Temp Graphite
187 Synthetic Arctic Valve Lubricant with Moly
189 Spin Easy
610 Valve Arctic Seal
622 Synthetic Arctic Grade Lubricant & Sealant

PLUG & BALL VALVE LUBRICANTS
21 Blackjack Valve Lubricant & Sealant with Moly
604 Plug Valve Lubricant
607LGPLUS PV Lube
655 Vital Valve Synthetic

STICK PACKING
636G Self Mold®

CLEANERS/FLUSHES
613 Valve Cleaner
VC51 Valve Cleaner Liquid
VG52 Valve Gel Solvent

FRAC LUBRICANTS
FJ21 FracJack SandGuard
FJ22 FracJack Valve Last
FJ23 FracJack Graphite
FJ24 FracJack Peanut Butter
FJ25A FracJack Arctic Body Fill

Visit our website for our complete product line and more information
WWW.VALVEGUARDIAN.COM